
Greetings from OISJ!

The yuletide season has 

ushered in a lot of festivities.

Along with academic success 

in Olympiad and spell bee we 

have many events planned up

in  the last calendar month.

The Annual concert was organized in a 

spectacular manner .The maiden 

overnight  trip to Chikamanglur  was a 

successful one.

It gives me immense joy to announce 

the launch of OCFP and OPSP.

Orchids  Career Foundation Program 

aims at providing expert coaching  to 

students by IITians. 

OPSP is a program that  takes the 

sports coaching to a higher level . 

Students will be coached by 

professional football coaches.
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Greetings from OISJ!

It gives me immense pleasure to greet

you on the passing of yet another

eventful month. The very first Science

exhibition was organized at OISJ,

setting a new bench mark. A very

special visit to the Vidhana Soudha by

our students to watch the budget

session in progress turned out to be an

unforgettable experience.

An award for Best school Health

programme from Parikrama School

Health, was another feather in the cap of

laurels! The novel culmination was

organized as a stage show in which all

characters came alive.

Looking forward to more such unique

and significant events with

encouragement from parents.
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Field Trip:

It is not every day that the State Legislature 

comes calling. The students of OISJ had the 

rare opportunity to witness the legislature 

participating in policy making through 

debates. They watched the budget session 

in progress in the Vidhana Soudha ! Many 

of them were inspired by the leaders and 

were impressed with their debating skills. 

The entire assembly with its leaders and 

infrastructure was awe inspiring.

Chess Coaching 

All are  but mere pawns in a game of chess. 

The little Orchidians at OISJ turn up for the 

exciting learning sessions in the school 

premises, regularly as a  part of

OPSP. They are all attentive as they learn 

the moves of the pawns from their coach.

Healthcare -The  greatest gifts are life and good 

health. Schools play an important role in promoting 

health awareness. OISJ  has always proven to be a 

pioneer in maintaining students’  health. The Rubella 

vaccination camp was held at the school campus, last 

month. 

The Parikrama Address School Health Award was 

bagged by OISJ for providing state of the art student 

healthcare facility with in the school for the students. 

The Principal Ms.Lavanya, was the recipient of the 

prestigious award. Dr.Shalini Rajnish ,Secretary , 

Health and Family Welfare -Govt.Of Karnataka was 

the chief guest of the event and appreciated the 

school for the best practices.

Dancing star - Meghana of Grade 7 won the Best all 

round dancer  award by  Natyanjali school of Arts for 

this year. She is proficient in four dance forms.

IMO : One of the most prestigious and oldest 

mathematics examination in the country, the IMO was 

conducted by the SOF in the month of December . A 

whopping 137 students had taken up the exam. 

Seven  participants proved their wizardry with 

numbers by bagging gold medals.  

Aaditya Veer -1C ,Nakul -2F, Sara Saxena -3A

Ujwal R Hemadri-4B ,Mohammad Ibrahim Ahmad-5A

Mansa Tewari -6A,B C Rhea Kaveri -7A

Sara Sexena has qualified for second level IMO 

exam .These students have indeed made us proud us 

with their mathematical genuis .



Science and  Math Exhibition

Then spirit of inquiry ‘why’ and ‘ how’ has  

constantly  fuelled man’s quest for learning 

and discovering more about the world around 

him.

The students of OISJ ,celebrated this Quest 

in the Science and Math Fair conducted on  

10th and 11th February 2017.

The students diligently planned and made 

many models based on different  principles. 

While some to chose to decipher the life cycle 

of a butterfly , others dwelled upon 

harnessing electricity from  water. A few of 

them explained the working of the heart and 

some explained the area method to find out 

squares.

The excitement and enthusiasm of the 

students was palpable and infectious.

The zeal and conviction with which they 

presented their work pleasantly surprised 

their teachers and parents alike.

They fielded all kinds of questions with ease 

displaying confidence in themselves.

On day one the students of grades1 & 2 took 

part in the exhibition, while the second day 

belonged  to the students of grades 3-9.

CCA- Debate ,JAM and Picture talk

The CCA for the month of February, had 

students participating in inter house 

competitions testing their spoken skills. The 

grade 1&2 students took part in Picture Talk 

while students of grades 3-5 participated in 

JAM.The higher grade students engaged in 

a debate. The topics covered were based on 

cleanliness and conservation of water.



Mock Fire  Drill The best 

way to deal with a disaster 

is preparedness. This fact 

was reinforced  through a 

mock fire drill  on 3rd

February 2017. The drill 

was conducted 

unannounced and the 

entire evacuation took 

place in six minutes. 

Students were made aware 

of various natural disasters 

and ways to deal with them

NOVEL CULMINATION The entire 

world is a theater ,where we are but 

mere players!

Novel Culmination-Regale brought out  

the histrionics and latent talent in the 

Orchidians, as they brought characters 

to life. Poetry recitation and songs were 

also part of the event.

EVENTS



Colour colour what colour do you 

want?: To reinforce the concept  of 

colour at  the preprimary level, a few 

more colours were introduced. An 

innovative method used was 

accumulating information pertaining 

to that particular colour.

Sorting: Children enjoyed sorting  the 

blocks  by matching them  with the 

colour of the baskets. There was a lot 

of excitement and a sense of joy as 

they located the blocks and put them 

into the right basket. It was a visual 

delight to see the bright colours in the 

learning space.

The concept for K1 Children is 

Elements of life, .They  had to be 

educated about  Fire safety. A 

setting was created in which 

dramatization was used to depict 

fire safety.



Life style: 

Urban kids were placed  in rural and 

tribal setup . The kids had to identify the 

various set ups and understand the 

differences among these  communities . 

The students displayed good 

communication and presentation skills. 

This activity enabled them to develop   

their self esteem and confidence, 

PN and Nursery children of OIS Jalahalli

visited the Super market on Tuesday,21st

Feb 2017. They were excited to see  

different varieties of fruits and vegetables. 

They could easily identify the various 

vegetables and fruits on display. The  entire 

exercise was an exciting learning experience 

for them

Visit of a sports person 

The theme of the month for K1 and K2 

was Sports, where children learnt about 

various Indian/International sports. They 

were familiarized with the various sports 

equipment . In addition to this, they got 

an opportunity to meet their Sports 

teachers on Tuesday, 14th Feb 2017 who 

explained them about  the importance of 

sports for a  healthy living.

Furs and  Feathers : To build  an 

awareness in children about birds and 

animals, and to sensitize them about 

birds ,the furs and feathers  event was 

organized. Parents were invited to play 

some fun games with their kids ,which 

they enjoyed thoroughly.  


